Update scenarios to S3_0 format

With some past branches we had the idea that included scenarios would be updated to a new format after it has frozen. However, it has turned out that it's beneficial to do the conversion before the format freeze, as a test case for the upcoming format. I plan to go in that conversion-before-freeze order with S3_0 too.

Subtasks:
- Feature #664358: Update british-isles scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677607: Update earth-160x90 scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677608: Update earth-80x50 scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677609: Update Europe 1901 scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677610: Update France scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677611: Update Hagworld scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677612: Update Iberian peninsula scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677613: Update Italy scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677614: Update Japan scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677615: Update North America scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677616: Update tileset demo scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677617: Update tutorial scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #677618: Update europe-200x100 scenario to S3_0 format
- Feature #699393: Update europe_1900_WWI scenario to 3.0 savegame format

Related issues:
- Related to Freeciv - Feature #682499: Bump format version of supplied scenari...
- Blocks Freeciv - Task #656466: S3_0 datafile format freeze (d3f)
- Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #664343: 2.6 scenario assumed to have_resources when it doesn't added
- Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #662023: Store remaining turn timeout in savegame

Most scenarios have ruleset="default" which means they load with civ2civ3 ruleset. Then /scensave saves all the civ2civ3 building references to the scenario file. We don't want that, but to keep scenarios compatible with classic ruleset as well. In my testing I've manually edited ruleset="classic" before the conversion and then back to ruleset="default" after the conversion to avoid civ2civ3ishms appearing.

In the first round of updates the format version number gets set to 2.93. That needs to be updated/corrected later.
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